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Abstract-we present a method for the computation of stopping criterion for linear classical 
iterations in inexact a&n+invariant Newton techniques. We show that the same methodology does 
not hold for nonclassical iterative methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the solution of the nonlinear system of equations 
whereg=(gl,gz,..., gn) T, and u E P, by an inexact a&e-invariant Newton technique (IANT). 
Inexact Newton methods are described by 
uk+l = uk = tk xk, (2) 
where xk is an approximation of zk the solution of the linear system of equations 
t&k = g’(uk).& = --Sk = --g(uk). (3) 
The damping parameter, tk, is chosen so that 
1h’(Uk f tkxk)li < 6ibkll, (4 
0 < 6 < 1 for some norm 11 0 11. 
The choice of norm is a controversial issue. Affine-invariant Newton techniques choose a norm, 
at each step k, of the form 
Ilo IIG = ~~&l~ 112. (5) 
Of course, satisfying inequality (4) with this norm on consecutive steps does not guarantee that 
with any fixed norm II l II either [[gkjl or [[Uk - U*Il,u* the root, has been reduced. 
When an iterative method is used to solve equation (3), the decrease condition, 
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cannot be verified. Instead an iterative solver is used yielding a test of the form 
Il=l(%Jgk+lll < w@bkhll = %vcII, (7) 
Where fi(.uk) need not be the same as M(uk),[l]. Again, (7) does not guarantee convergence of 
the Newton-type iteration, but serves as a convenient heuristic to “control” the iteration. 
In general, failure to satisfy inequality (4) may be due to inaccuracy in the computation of zk, 
or tk too big. In [2], it was shown that if 
then a tk exists so that inequality (4) can be satisfied. For, say a p-norm, this measure is 
computable before any particular choice of tk is tested. In fact, the accuracy level required of the 
linear solver is known before it is called, providing the solver with an exact criterion for stopping 
the linear iteration. Such an inequality does not exist for inequality (7). In GIANT, a software 
package embodying IANT, failure to satisfy inequality (7) is treated by increasing the number 
of linear iterations and cutting tl, [3]. This treatment may result in a slower overall convergence 
rate because tk’s are chosen to be too small. 
In Section 2, we present background results on classical iterative methods. In Section 3, we 
show that if a classical iterative method is used then it is possible to derive an inequality which, 
when satisfied, guarantees that there is a tl, such that inequality (7) holds. In Section 4, we give 
practical methods for computing this quantity. In Section 5, we show that the same methodology 
does not give a practical algorithm for nonclassical methods such as conjugate gradient. 
2. INDUCED SPLITTINGS 
Consider the solution of the linear system of equations 
Ax = b. (9) 
A classical iterative method to solve this system is described by 
Mxk+i = b + Nxk, (10) 
where A = M - N, and M nonsingular. The method is convergent if the spectral radius of 
T G M-lN, the iteration matrix, is bounded by 1, denoted p(T) < 1. We assume for the 
remainder of this note that T is convergent. 
We may rewrite the iteration as 
k 
xk+l = Tk+’ x0 + xTiM-‘b. (11) 
i=o 
If a matrix equation of the form Ax = b is to be solved and H is some iteration matrix, then in (41, 
it was shown that there exists a unique induced splitting A = MH -NH, with H = MG’NH, and 
MH = A(1 - H)-‘. 
If H = Tk+l, then 
M;;i = (I- H)A-l = (I- @+l)A-l = (I- @+‘)(I - T)-i~-l = 5 Ti~--i, 
i=o 
so equation (11) can be rewritten as 
xk+i = Hz, + M;;‘b. 
3. CLASSICAL INEXACT AFFINE-INVARIANT 
NEWTON’S METHOD 
(12) 
(13) 
In this section, we show that if a classical iterative method is used, then it is possible to derive 
an inequality which when satisfied guarantees that there is a tk such that inequality (7) holds. 
Our main tool for analyzing this case will be the fundamental theorem of calculus given by: 
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1 
!i’k+l = gk + d(‘11k + s(uk+l - uk))(uk+l - uk)d% 
0 
cf., [5]. 
Following the theory in (21, there are three basic assumptions we impose on g. 
ASSUMPTION Al. The closed level set 
48 
(14) 
so = {u : lldu)II 5 11~011~ (15) 
is bounded. 
ASSUMPTION A2. g is differentiable, the Jacobian g’(u) is 
and the sequence ]]Zk]] 3 ]]M;‘]] is uniformly bounded, i.e., 
lWilll I k, 
continuous and nonsingular on Se, 
(16) 
for k 2 0 and Uk E SO. 
ASSUMPTION A3. The Jacobian gf is Lipschitz; i.e., 
for 
Ilg’(‘lL) - d(v>II 2 kzlb - 4, (17) 
u,u E SI = {u : Ilull I ;$I4I + hIboll). (18) 
The usual global theory for affine-invariant Newton’s method uses similar conditions [l]. 
THEOREM. Assume Al-A3 hold for g. If a classical iterative method is used to solve gjczk = -gk, 
with the splitting g(c = M - N, T = M-l N, initial guess xk co) = 0 and 
IT $‘ll < 1 
111PII ’ 
(1% 
then there exists a tk such that IIMJ~lgk+lll < IIMJT1 gklj = llxkll, where Mj = A(1 - Tj)-‘. 
PROOF. From equation (14) 
gk+l = gk + &uk+l - “k) + J o1 [d(uk + s(uk+l - uk)) - L&] (uk+l - ‘1Lk) ds. (20) 
(j) after j steps of the iteration, and recalling Uk+l = Uk + tkXk 
(d 
gk+l = Sk + (Mj - Nj) tk xk + J o1 [d(uk + s(uk+l - uk)) - gb] (uk+l - uk) d.9. (21) 
Multiplying through by Mj’ yields 
bf:‘gk+l = M,-‘gk + (I - Tj)tkxf) + MJ:’ J ol[db‘k + duk+l - uk)) - &](‘llk+l - uk) ds. (22) 
%xX! xf’ = 0 it follows, from equation (13), that, x!) = -M371gk, and 
hf:‘gk+l = -(I -t/&f) - t@,f) +M3r1 J o1 [d(uk + ( S Uk+l - Uk)) - i&](Uk+l - Uk) ds. (23) 
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Applying properties of norms gives 
IIMj’sk+ill L (1 - h)ll$)II + &llT j,f) ll 
+ wJ”ll o1 II[g’bk + Sbk+l - uk)) - 9211 II@k+l - Uk)wll. J (24) 
Assumptions A2 and A3 may now be used to show that 
J o1 II[g’(uk + s(uk+l - uk)) - &]I1 11(‘1lk+l - ‘Ilk)lb 5 ~~:llZ!j)~~2, 
thus, 
Iwjh+l II < c1 _ tkI + tk llTj zk(j)ll + hk2 2 
111:’ II - ll$ II 
,tkllzf’ll* 
(25) 
(26) 
Since inequality (19) holds, it follows that there exists a tk such that the right hand side of 
equation (26) is less than 1. I 
An alternative approach to the proof of this theorem can also be derived directly from (8) by 
using induced splitting algebra, but this approach is more self-contained. 
4. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
To make effective use of the results of the previous section, we need efficient methods for 
computing MJT1gk+l and TJ xk (j). In this section, we give methods for computing these quantities. 
From equation (13), we see that solving AZ = gk+l using j steps of the same iterative method 
used to compute xf’ is somehwat more complicated. Note that 2;) = TX:-‘) - M-lgk. Thus, 
Tj,f) = Tj+ixt-‘) _ T_iM-igk. 
(27) 
The first term can be rewritten as Tj+lxv-l) = T2(Tjw1xt-“), so with two extra iterations 
(per j) the first term can be computed (assuming, of course, that T(jml)xt-l) was kept from the 
previous step). To compute the second term, recall that xf’ = -Mj’gk = - C!zi TiMwlgk 
and xf+1) = - Et, Ti M-‘gk, so the second term of equation (27) is 
_Tj Mlgk = x;+1) _ xf). (28) 
A second method for computing T j (j) that does only twice the work necessary, but requires ck 
more storage is given by: 
j-l j-l 2j-1 
Tj $1 = Tj Tj x(k@ _ Tj C~i~-lgk = _ Tj xTiM-lgk = - c TiM-lgk (29) 
i=o i=o i=j 
adding xf) gives 
Zj-1 j-l 2j-1 
Tj,,o’ +xk” = _ c Ti M-lgk - xl+ M-‘gk = - c Ti M-lgk = XT). (30) 
i=j i=o i=o 
Thus,Tjxf) =zfj'-xF)_ That is, at every iteration, ~,xP~‘) and xy) can be computed and 
used to compute T j (‘I. To avoid recomputation, all the vectors from xk xk (j) to .yl would have 
to be stored. 
Finally, to avoid the extra computation and the extra storage, we present a heuristic. Let 
x;+l) = x;’ + Axj . From equation (30), it follows that 
2j-1 
TjxF) = .p) = xr) = 
c 
Axj (31) 
i=j 
Thus, IITjxf)II 5 Cf:;’ IIAxcill. If we assume monotonicity for the IIAx~ill (note the iteration 
converges so limi-,, l[Azill = 0) then llTjxf)ll 5 jllAsjl[, which may be used to avoid any 
redundant computations. 
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5. SEMI-ITERATIVE METHODS 
In this section, we consider two semi-iterative methods for solving equations (3), and whether 
a test of the same form as inequality (19) exists. We will show that following the same procedure 
does not yield an effective test. Instead, applying the same procedure yields a test which always 
is satisfied (and therefore is not useful). 
Recall that conjugate gradient (CG) [6] and GMRES [7] f orm the sequence of iterates, vk, Tk, 
such that 
AVk = VkTk + Pk+luk+le~, (32) 
where vk = [wi 1 ‘up 1 f. - 1 ?&I, vzvk = Ik, the k x k identity matrix, Tk tridiagonal (upper 
Hessenberg for GMRES), &+i a scalar, and ek = (O,O, . . . , l)T = Sk.?&+1 is computed by 
creating Wk+i = Auk and then orthonormalizing wk with respect to vj, j = 1,2,. . . , k. The 
system of equations Ax = b is then approximated at each step, k, by ignoring the &+iVk+ier 
term. That is, 
vkT AVkyk = VkTb, 
where zk = I’$?&, then substituting VkTk for A&, and solving for zk gives 
xk = VkT$$kTb. (33) 
Following the procedure of Section 3, we call 
Recall that x!’ = vj yj, so 
Following the proof of Section 3, we can start with equation (20), multiply through by M3T1 and 
apply equation (35) to derive 
l-L+&+1 = -(l - t&f) + My1 
J 
o1 [g’(Uk + s(uk+l - uk)) - L&l (Uk+l - uk)dS. (36) 
Once again, following the proof from Section 3, we apply norms to both sides, giving 
This inequality implies that no matter how many iterations are done of CG or GMRES there is 
always a tk such that inequality (7) holds. Near the root this will be a problem. One iteration of 
CG or GMRES will assure that equation (37) holds. Near the root ]]Xk ]I will be small so i!k = 1 will 
make the right hand side of (37) be 0( ]]x:)]]~), giving the appearance of quadratic convergence. 
Yet it is known that unless Crk (of equation (8)) is 0( ]]gk]]) then quadratic convergence is not 
possible [2]. In general, one iteration of CG or GMRES will not reduce the residual of the 
linear system quadratically. In fact, by choosing tk = 1 and not solving the linear iteration 
accurately enough ]]&I] 2 could actually increase while the comparison in (7) is showing quadratic 
convergence. 
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